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A further cluster of arrangements in the new HRM 
agenda is engagement and inclusion. The challenge 
for many corporate brands is ‘sustainable 
governance’, especially as consumers are 
increasingly more sophisticated about the ethical 
issues of the brands they purchase. At its heart a 
new HRM arrangement supports transparency of 
participation, voice and empowerment. Even 
Teressa May, the British Prime Minister in her post-
Brexit rhetoric, tried to alleviate fears that Britain 
leaving Europe might damage worker voice: she 
promised rules to allow worker representatives on 
company boards.  
 
However, the new HRM engagement approach is 
difficult (even controversial) for many corporations. 
Having genuine voice is more than a soft policy that 
gives workers a suggestion scheme or a speak-up 
programme. The relationship is essentially one of 
power, by owners, over employees. Genuine voice 
means a shift in that power dynamic. For many 
managers employee engagement is seen as a loss 
of power or authority. But that is misguided. The 
reality is those managers who have the capability to 
facilitate wider inclusion end-up with better and 
more robust decision-making. In other words, 
learning how to share power through participation 
enhances corporate legitimacy and trust.  
 
A future collaborative paradigm 
The new HRM approach is not an easy, simple or a 
ready-made solution. Nor is it a single or 
straightforward tool-kit. Globalisation and neo-liberal 
forces are constant pressures that make it difficult 
for managers to support sustainable ethical 
arrangements with employees. Because of this, a 
future collaborative network is proposed which 
connects businesses, academia and government.  
 
At The University of Manchester, for example, global 
sustainability is advanced not only through 
innovative research breakthroughs (e.g. green 
energy, new material compounds, business ethics, 
global equalities – among others), but also by 
shaping its students to be globally aware citizens. In 
September 2016 probably the world’s largest ever 
‘project team’ took place in Manchester, when over 
8000 first year students engaged in new innovative 
sustainability extra-curricular challenges.  
 
Such activity is part of the new HRM approach 
outlined here. We know such collaboration is difficult, 
yet also extremely rewarding and fulfilling. We also 
know the benefits point to a better arrangement 
whereby citizens around the world, as workers and consumers, and corporations and the planet, may coexist and 
cohabit in a more sustainable future. 
 
 
 
 


